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Professional racing games have quickly become a sustainable industry trend for mobile games. Because the development of smartphone games and hardware reaches its peak, the phone can fully experience the first-person racing games. Some games have gone crazy with traditional PC games. Even racing games on mobile devices have created a
good position in the professional gaming community. Besides, there are competing eSports tournaments that use android racing. From there, players can earn money in the tournament. Check out the Top 10 Best Offline Racing Games for Android 2019 to experience mobile fun, and practice with friends.10 Best FPS games for Android10 Best Tower
Defense games for AndroidReal Racing 3Real Racing 3 is a new award-winning racing game on mobile phones. The game has 39 circuits at 17 actual locations, a rich car network of over 140 meticulously detailed cars from leading manufacturers. Besides, you race with multiple players in real time, participate in social rankings, time trials, night
racing and time-shifting time-shifting technology (TSM). The game has more than 4,000 events including Race Cups, Eliminations and Endurance challenges. You choose from a variety of upgrades to maximize your car’s performance, and customize your car with a large collection of paints, vinyls and rims. Enjoy action from many different camera
angles, adjust HUD and fine-tune controls to your personal taste.Download the Real Racing 3 APK hereAsphalt 9: LegendsAsphalt 9: Legends is an exciting free racing game with a series of monumental supercars like Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini and W Motors. You are free to choose free of charge a dream car and race with the top drivers in
spectacular locations confronting. You fight speed machines all over the world, plunge into a dangerous speedy race, break your own limits in the wind blowing dust and become the Race Legend. The game offers a top speed racing experience, free, too fast. In short, it is perfect for free game fans, fast driving, free wheel racing, nitro charging, auto
racing and street skimming.Download the Asphalt 9: Legends APK hereCSR ClassicsCSR Classics offers exciting 3D classic racing. You will join the race on 50 famous vehicles including Shelby Mustang GT500, Ford GT40, Plymouth Superbird and other classic models from BMW, Chevrolet, Dodge, … You customize the car from the shell and the
expression Beautiful statue of driver. Get ready for fierce fights in the city that never sleeps. In addition, you fight with other gangs in the same city. You face the most difficult drivers, and a lot of great things are waiting for you on the streets. Be ready to challenge the legendary car manufacturers from the past 60 years with all the fun.Need for
Speed No LimitsNeed for Speed ™ No Limits inherit the essence of the legendary racing series “Need for Speed”. You join the crown racing battle of the underworld. You race for dominance in fierce battles bearing the “Need for Speed” brand. Game produced from the developer game Real Racing 3. You build your own style car with a variety of
interesting customizations. You launch yourself between chaos and control the underground street racing reel. You remove the competitor, customize your avatar, then win the race. The game has lots of interesting customizations, and many unique cars to choose from.Download Need for Speed No LimitsNASCAR Heat MobileNASCAR Heat Mobile
offers an exciting experience of professional racing across NASCAR racetracks. You are ready to compete with the best in the classic car race and the hurricane season. The race took place on all 23 Monster Series NASCAR Cup races in the US. You build a franchise that succeeds with fans to influence your popularity, the ability to upgrade cars and
your competitiveness on the track. Your garage will help you prepare for the next battle with the most appropriate upgrade options. Relive the glorious moments and cross the finish line is one of the greatest riders of all time, tagging with your friends to build a prosperous NASCAR empire.Download NASCAR Heat MobileDrift Max ProDrift Max Pro
introduces a crazy world with drifting voyeuristic displays. You will experience the next step on the development of the famous drift game series Drift Max. You accelerate and drift on amazing real locations like Brooklyn, Moscow, Dubai. You explore all over the world in crazy racing racing world. You use the actual drift cars. Then you modify the

hard core and the pilot custom. You optional your pilot, modify your drifting racing car, choose an external or internal view and start drifting. Get ready to perform spectacular stunts, burn asphalt and enjoy one of the best drifting worlds.CSR Racing 2CSR Racing 2 brings the three most popular racing modes in an exciting game for racers. You can
burn asphalt, blow dust with recovery tools or jump over bumpy roads with 4X4 cars. You can join the race with a wide choice from 9 super realistic cars. You will have interesting upgrades and customization options to show your style in many exciting races. The game possesses next generation graphics and sound technologies. Be ready to
experience 3 different game modes (including Asphalt, Rally and Off-Road), 9 super cars with custom and optional upgrades.Download the CSR Racing 2 APK hereHill Climb Racing 2Hill Climb Racing 2 offers exciting 2D racing experiences. You will race original hill climb, and enjoy many great fun. The game has many interesting facts to compete
and win. The game has many interesting cars, and rich ability to upgrade. You choose and upgrade more than 14 unique adjustment units. Besides, you create great characters and great cars. Get ready to create the ultimate team, and explore a variety of environments: on land, asphalt, snow and more. The game has excellent graphics, and optimized
support for devices. You challenge your friends and compete on the rankings to become the best.Download Hill Climb Racing 2Beach Buggy BlitzBeach Buggy Blitz offers exciting buggy beach races on a mysterious tropical island. You spleen and smash through a splendid detailed world. You can completely destroy the pack with Tiki statues, grass
tents, giant crabs, lava monsters … even snowmen. You explore the sweltering beaches, secret caves, mist-covered swamps, ruined temples and volcanic eruptions. The game has a collection of performance upgrades and unique powerups. You unlock new cars like Lightning muscle cars and rock stomper monster trucks. Then you upgrade the car and
customize the interesting paint jobs. Get ready to unlock and upgrade incredible power to turn you into a smash destructive force.Download Beach Buggy BlitzCyberline RacingCyberline Racing presents amazing 3D death racing. The game is a combination of shooting action with motorcycles and explosives. You use your driving skills to dodge
missiles, destroy enemy vehicles, and to the top of online rankings. The game has more than 30 amazing fighting cars, and options from 4 different vehicle classes including heavy armored SUV, lightweight supercar and technologically advanced racing fortress. You choose the type of car paint with great colors, decals, and wheel rims. The game has a
variety of crushed metal firepower to bring exciting battles. You collect documents and blueprints to upgrade your vehicle with shield, body, ram, speed and nitro. The game offers the most thrilling and exotic locations, from cyberpunk slums to snowy mountains and scorching deserts, endless skyscrapers, volcanic islands and abandoned military
bases. Get ready to enjoy huge content with 1000 career events, over 100 upgrade levels, and 4 unique game modes.Download Cyberline Racing We have listed the best Offline Car Racing games for Android in 2022 in this article. As you scroll down, you will discover some of these interesting racing games that keeps us entertained. Well, Google Play
Store houses so many Racing Games but we have selected the best based on public reviews on Google Play and metacritics score. If we’re mainly talking about games, the Google Play Store divides games into categories. For example, there are arcade games, mind games and more. The Google Play Store also offers games for car lovers and also has a
separate section for car racing games. So if you are a car racing fan and are looking for the best games to play on your Android device, you are reading the right article. 20 Best Offline Car Racing Games for Android In this article we will list some of the best car racing games for Android. Most of these games are free to download and will not bore you
for sure. Let’s check it out. 1. Asphalt 8 Well, Asphalt 8 is probably the best car racing game ever made for Android. The game has awesome graphics and over 300 licensed vehicles and over 75 tracks. The career mode of this game is quite addictive and the visuals will keep you engaged at all times. This is the ultimate game for all car racing game
lovers. Download Asphalt 8 Apk 2. Real Racing 3 Real Racing 3 is a game known for its stunning HD graphics and textures. With over 500 million downloads and Play Store, Real Racing 3 is easily the best car racing game for Android. The game offers over 40 licensed tracks located in 19 real-world locations. In addition, there are 43 different car
grids and over 250 meticulously detailed sports cars. Download Real Racing 3 Apk 3. Hill Climb Racing One of the most addictive and fun physics-based driving games ever. And it’s free! You can face the challenges of unique climbing environments with many different cars. CHECK ALSO: Download CSR Racing 2 Apk Mod Data ( Unlimited
Money)Earn bonuses with daring tricks and collect coins to upgrade your car and reach even greater distances. Download Now 4. Need For Speed No Limits Need for Speed No Limits from EA Games is another top-notch Android car racing game available on the Google Play Store. It is developed by the same team behind the popular Real Racing 3.
This is a car racing game known for its HD graphics. You need to win races, increase your reputation, customize/upgrade your cars in this game. The game offers lots of racing tracks and real world cars to play with. Download Need for Speed 5. CSR Racing The ultimate drag race on the city streets, with over 100 licensed cars, stunning graphics,
addictive gameplay and intense online player-on-player competition. Play a quick run in a free minute or get ready for a grand tour to the top of the leaderboards. Download CSR Racing Apk 6. Horizon Chase-World Tour Horizon Chase is one of the most addictive and unique car racing games you’ve ever played on Android. The game is inspired by the
big hits of the 80s and 90s. The most important thing about the game is that it brings back the graphical context of the 16-bit generation. So if you are a retro racing gamer, you will definitely love this game. Download Now 7. Need for Drift: Most Wanted Well, Need for Drift: Most Wanted is a very underrated racing game. The game is available for
free from the Google Play Store and offers 100 tracks and 30 supercharged cars to test your driving skills. From visuals to gameplay mechanisms, everything is good in this game. However, the only downside of the game is that it doesn’t support multiplayer. Download Now 8. Offroad Legends 2 If you love playing Monster trucks, desert trucks games
on your Android smartphone, look no further than Offroad Legends 2. The game is popular because of its cutting-edge graphics, unique physics and amazing cars. It’s a car racing game that offers 16 detailed vehicles and more than 64 amazing off-road tracks to race. Download Now 9. Asphalt Xtreme Asphalt Xtreme may not be the most popular
entry in the Asphalt series; still, the game is worth playing. The game is known for its stunning visuals and gameplay mechanism. Asphalt Xtreme offers over 50 monstrous machines to fuel your passion for fast wheels and powerful cars. It also has a real-time multiplayer mode that lets you compete against your friends. CHECK ALSO: The Walking
Dead Apk MOD Download (Our World)Download Now 10. Rush Rally 2 Race the most authentic rally simulation on your mobile at an impressive 60fps. The game is very popular because it brings console-quality racing on mobile devices. It’s a premium app that costs about $1, but there’s no in-app purchase after that. You can connect your Facebook
or Google Play Games account to Rush Rally 2 to compete against your social friends. Download Now 11. CarX Drift Racing This is one of the most realistic mobile racing games you can have on your Android smartphone. CarX Drift Racing offers a unique sports car handling experience in a simple and intuitive way. It has a career mode that lets you
unlock 40 different sports cars and new tracks. Plus, there’s a multiplayer mode that lets you compete with your friends and beat world records. Download Now 12. Rally Racer Dirt Rally Racer Dirt is one of the best drift based rally games for Android. Drive with hill climb, asphalt drift and real dirt drift. Rally with drift together. Rally Racer Dirt
features the best realistic and impressive controls for a rally game. Enjoy drifty and realistic fine tuned physics with detailed graphics, vehicles and race tracks. Download Now 13. Drift Max If you are looking for a free car racing game with realistic 3D graphics, look no further than Drift Max. Guess what? Drift Max includes 20 amazing drift cars, lots
of modification options, 12 amazing race tracks and much more. The game is known for its 3D graphics and state-of-the-art car control system. Overall, it’s the best car racing game you can play on Android. Download Now 14. MUD Rally Racing Well, MUD Rally Racing is for those looking for a real mobile rally simulation for Android. The great thing
about MUD Rally Racing lets you race at 60 fps on mud, snow, dirt and asphalt in its fast-paced racing game. The game offers many race tracks and amazing cars to race. Furthermore, there is also a multiplayer mode where you can challenge a friend or players from all over the world. Download Now 15. High Speed Car Racing This is another
awesome car racing game from the list that brings realistic graphics. This game is for real racing game lovers who spend their time playing car racing games. In this game, you need to defeat your friends and enemies to become the world’s #1 racing champion. Download Now 16. Road Racing If you love playing old games on your Android
smartphone, you’ll definitely love Road Racing. CHECK ALSO: Download Real Racing 3 Apk Mod + Data 9.4.0 (Unlimited Money)It’s a classic PC game, which is now available for Android devices. The game doesn’t have a lot of graphics, but it’s quite addictive and it’s good to pass the time. Download Now 17. Mini Motor Racing Mini Motor Racing
works like a favorite remote-controlled car showdown, combined with modern technology to sharply boost your engines. You can play this game with your friends or against your friends or rivals. Also, you can use your phone’s WiFi and Bluetooth to connect with other players and race against them. Download Now 18. Asphalt 9: Legends Asphalt 9:
Legends is the latest addition to Gameloft’s Asphalt series. The game features better graphics and soundtrack compared to the more successful Asphalt 8: Airborne. The game is very rich in graphics and the gameplay is quite addictive. The game’s mission is similar to Asphalt 8: Airborne. Download Now 19. Powerboat Racing 3D Powerboat Racing 3D
is an intense and fun-filled 3D racing game. In this game, the player needs to control a scooter to win the race. Races are often very difficult to win and players can choose their favorite tracks. The best thing about Powerboat Racing 3D is that it has a multiplayer mode which means you can now compete against your friends. Download Now 20. RealDrift Car Racing Well, Real-Drift Car Racing is another best racing game you can play on your Android smartphone. The best thing about Real-Drift Car Racing is its graphics, which are amazing. Also, the gameplay is clean and addictive. Not only that, but the controls are also beautifully crafted to give you a real drift racing experience. Download
Now 21. Asphalt Nitro Asphalt Nitro is another interesting racing game published by Gameloft. It’s very addictive and fun to play. You will enjoy using your favorite car for the drift. Download Asphalt Nitro 22. Racing Fever 23. GT Racing 2 Conclusion So these are the best car racing games for Android. Hope this article has helped you! Please share
with your friends too. If you have any questions regarding this, let us know in the comments box below.
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